This study aims to provide a preliminary overview of how specific sleep problems might have differential impacts on the phenomenological properties of dreaming. The sample contained 186 upper secondary school students, whose subjective intensity of dream experiences, thematic dream content, and sleep disturbances were assessed using the Dream Intensity Scale, Dream Motif Scale, and Sleep Habits Questionnaire, respectively. The overall evidence suggests that most sleep problems, except sleep bruxism, sleepwalking, and snoring, can amplify various aspects of dreaming, with the effects of sleep paralysis being the most robust and extensive. Although both sleep onset insomnia and hypersomnia may increase the overall intensity of dreaming, the elevated dream intensity in sleep onset insomnia is primarily reflected by stronger dream distortion and paramnesia whereas that in hypersomnia is more contributed by vivid perceptual sensations during dreaming.
INTRODUCTION
Sleep problems can be roughly divided into dyssomnias and parasomnias. The former, the exemplars of which include insomnia, hypersomnolence, and disrupted circadian rhythm, are disorders of the amount, quality, or timing of sleep. The latter are signified by unusual behaviors or events occurring during sleep. Some parasomnias -including nightmare disorder, rapid eye movement (REM) sleep behavior disorder, and non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep arousal disorders, such as sleepwalking and sleep terror -are formally defined as disorders in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM; American Psychiatric Association, 2013); some others, such as sleeptalking and bruxism, are not necessarily considered to be abnormal. Because dreaming takes place during sleep, problems that affect sleep might also alter dream experiences.
Nightmare disorder of its own accord is a problem of dreams -that is, the recurrence of frightening dreams that time and again awaken the sleeper in the second half of the night. Nightmares are also a clinical feature of REM sleep behavior disorder (RBD) (American Psychiatric Association, 2013) . Some studies have been conducted to compare dreams reported by patients suffering RBD and those reported by healthy controls (Fantini, Corona, Clerici, & Ferini-Strambi, 2005 ), Parkinson's disease patients without RBD (Valli et al., 2015) , and patients with sleepwalking or sleep terror (Uguccioni et al., 2013) . They consistently demonstrated that RBD patients' dreams were more negatively toned and contained more aggressive threats posed by human or animal characters. Accordingly, motor manifestations during RBD episodes can be understood as the acting-out behaviors that correspond with fight or flight reactions to the threats in dreams (Valli et al., 2012) . Narcolepsy is another sleep disorder which has direct connections with REM sleep and dream experiences. Narcoleptics tend to have higher dream recall frequency (Schredl, 1998) , more negative and bizarre dreams (Schredl, 1998) , more nightmares (Pisko, Pastorek, Buskova, Sonka, & Nevsimalova, 2014) , and more lucid dreams (Lequerica, 1999) in comparison with ordinary people. They are even more vulnerable to confusing dreamed events with reality possibly because of the salience of dream memories (Wamsley et al., 2014) . As suggested by their unusually long and complex mentation reports for the first REM cycle of the night, dream mechanisms might reach their optimal functioning earlier in narcoleptics (Cipolli et al., 2008; Mazzetti et al., 2010) . This might explain why they experience magnified dream intensity.
Although dream activities mostly transpire within REM epochs with an incidence rate of over 90% (Yu, 2014a (Yu, , 2015 , less elaborate forms of mentation can be retrieved from NREM sleep (Nielsen, 2000; Oudiette et al., 2012; Takeuchi, Ogilvie, Murphy, & Ferrelli, 2003) . This leads to the conjecture that similar to RBD, NREM arousal behaviors might also represent the enactment of dreamed behaviors. Some evidence indicates that sleep terrors and sleepwalking are sometimes accompanied by mentation made up of a single, unpleasant visual scene, such as being a victim of aggressive acts (Fisher, Kahn, Edwards, Davis, & Fine, 1974; Oudiette et al., 2009) . Zaharna (2014) even reported a case in which a male sleepwalker acted out complex dreamlike mentation -tied his daughter to the clothesline in the attic of his house. This occurs despite the clinical feature that most sleepwalking episodes involve daily, simple routine behaviors, such as simply sitting up in bed, leaving the bed, using the bathroom, and leaving the apartment (American Psychiatric Association, 2013) . Dreams of these behaviors are indeed quite common -namely, "dreams of convenience" or "dreams of impatience, " which are thought to protect sleep from interruption by presenting needs and obligations as fulfilled such that the sleeper no longer needs to wake up to satisfy them (see Yu, 2012a) .
Sleep problems defined neither by sleep stages nor by sleep mentation also indirectly influence dream experiences. Insomnia often manifests with elevated frequencies of dream recall and nightmares (Ohayon, Morselli, & Guilleminault, 1997; Schredl, 2009a; Schredl, Schäfer, Weber, & Heuser, 1998) , which can be accounted for by frequent nocturnal awakenings and waking-life concerns in accordance with the arousal-retrieval model of dream recall and the sleep-wake continuity hypothesis (see Schredl, 2009b Schredl, , 2010 , respectively. In a similar vein, de Groen et al. (1993) found that snoring, especially snoring with respiratory pauses, was associated with more anxiety dreams. They attributed this association to autonomic-vegetative arousal resulting from sleep apneatic episodes of heavy snoring. Schredl (2008) also documented somewhat similar finding that nightmare frequency increased with breathing pauses but not with snoring. Furthermore, Krakow et al. (2000) demonstrated that treatment for sleep-disordered breathing in chronic nightmare sufferers not only improved their sleep quality but also reduced their nightmares.
In stark contrast to the findings reviewed above, there are indeed antithetical findings, which run counter to the proposition that sleep problems intensify dream experiences. These include the non-significant difference in dream content between RBD patients and healthy controls (D'Agostino et al., 2012) , non-significant relationship between snoring and disturbing dreams , non-significant differences in the frequencies of dream recall and unpleasant dreams between low-risk and high-risk groups for sleep apnea (Khazaie, Masoudi, Khoshbakht, & Ghadami, 2014) , lower dream recall frequency and nightmare frequency in patients with sleep-disordered breathing as compared to healthy controls (Schredl & Schmitt, 2009) , non-significant difference in dream recall frequency between patients with restless legs syndrome and healthy controls (Schredl, 2001) , negative correlation between dream recall frequency and the number of periodic leg movements with arousal (Schredl, 2001) , and lower dream recall frequency in insomniac patients as compared with noninsomniac patients (Pagel & Shocknesse, 2007) .
The contradictory findings allude to the existence of some interfering variables; for certain sleep problems not directly involving sleep mentation, it is perhaps the distress or awareness of sleep problems rather than the sleep problems per se that changes dream experiences. Gross and Lavie (1994) studied REM mentation in patients with sleep apnea. They demonstrated that 1) dream reports after REM periods with apneas were longer than those after REM periods without apneas, 2) dream reports after apneic REM periods were more negative than dream reports after healthy REM periods, and 3) no apneic stimuli were systematically incorporated into dream content. They therefore argued that dream experiences are influenced only in a global fashion by the stress relating to the breathing difficulty -that is, the secondary symptom of sleep apnea.
MacFarlane and Wilson (2006) investigated how waking somatic concerns and somatic stimuli associated with different sleep disorders might affect dream content. Their findings seem to lend further support to the argument put forth by Gross and Lavie. In their study, patients complaining of excessive perspiration were more likely to dream about sweating. Apneics did not dream choking and suffocation more frequently than nonapneics while patients who reported difficulty breathing during wakefulness dreamed more about being smothered. In a similar vein, narcoleptic patients were more likely to dream of paralysis, while patients suffering periodic leg movements rarely dreamt of this theme. As with Gross and Lavie, MacFarlane and Wilson concluded that dream content does not necessarily incorporate somatic stimuli pertaining to specific sleep disorders but reflects waking stressors.
It is noteworthy that MacFarlane and Wilson employed questionnaires to measure somatic concerns and dream content. Since dreaming has a tendency to deal with events that are of emotional significance (Yu, 2007a (Yu, , 2014c (Yu, , 2015 , a condition unknown to the sleeper, as is often the case for snoring, is unlikely to be carried over into dream consciousness. Accordingly, asking participants to indicate, in a questionnaire, whether they suffer sleep disturbances, probably constitutes a parsimonious, yet effective way for testing the relationship of sleep problems with dream experiences.
In addition to the awareness of sleep problems, the inconsistent findings between studies can be also ascribed to the different measures of dreams adopted by researchers. A single-probe measure of dream recall or nightmare frequency (e.g., Schredl & Schmitt, 2009 ) and content analysis of dreams obtained with a sleep diary or by the REM awakening method (e.g., D'Agostino et al., 2012) are the major approaches to dream research. However, the extent to which the dream recall frequency quantified by a single-probe scale or a few samples of dream content can represent a person's dream attributes is contentious. Yu (2007b Yu ( , 2008 Yu ( , 2010 argued that dream inventories, the psychometric properties of which can be effectively evaluated by statistical procedures, best suit the purpose of assessing the subjective intensity of nocturnal mentation as a psychological attribute, while day-to-day variations in dream activities should be more pertinently assessed by the journal or REM-awakening method. He (Yu, 2010 (Yu, , 2011 (Yu, , 2012c ) demonstrated, furthermore, that compared with a single-probe scale, a profile comprising an assortment of dream variables is more sensitive to the variations in external parameters, such as emotional stability. Accordingly, a retrospective profile that characterizes an individual's nocturnal mentation activities appears to be a proper method for investigating the chronic effects of sleep disturbances on dream experiences.
With the exception of RBD and narcolepsy, research findings concerning the association between sleep problems and dreaming are meager and not entirely consistent. There have been very few, if any, systematic studies examining whether disrupted circadian rhythm, hypersomnolence, sleepwalking, sleeptalking, and sleep bruxism modulate dream experiences. Given that multiple daytime naps, fragmented nighttime sleep, and insomnia are the common clinical features of circadian rhythm sleep-wake disorders, for example, it can be surmised that people whose circadian rhythm is disrupted would recall more dreams. Similarly, hypersomniacs' longer sleep duration might enhance the occurrence of dreaming. In filling the gap, the study presented here was geared toward providing a panoramic overview of how specific sleep problems might have differential impacts on the phenomenological properties of dreaming. The Dream Intensity Scale and Dream Motif Scale, which are distinguished by their good psychometric properties, broad coverage of dream activities, and sensitivity to psychological parameters, including a wide range of psychopathological traits (Yu, 2008 (Yu, , 2010 (Yu, , 2012a (Yu, , 2012c (Yu, , 2013a (Yu, , 2013b (Yu, , 2014b (Yu, , 2014c , were utilized to assess dream experiences.
In light of the high comorbidity between sleep problems, such as nightmares in insomniacs, RBD and sleepwalking in narcoleptics, and restless legs syndrome in apneoics (American Psychiatric Association, 2013), it was hypothesized that a global score for sleeping problems, as well as scores for dyssomnias and parasomnias in particular, would be positively correlated with scales assessing the intensity and thematic content of participants' dreams. Additionally, 11 specific hypotheses were generated based on three major assumptions: 1) sleep problems, as evidenced by sleep fragmentation and a greater number of awakenings, alter the level of arousal during sleep, 2) the sensory and physiological conditions at sleep can be converted into dream images (see Yu, 2012b) or conversely, dream behaviors are acted out, and 3) dreams reflect the emotions associated with sleep problems. The 11 hypotheses are enumerated as follows: 
METHOD Participants
A total of 186 upper secondary school students constituted the sample. Ninety one (48.9%) participants were male and 95 (51.1%) were female. The mean age was 17.75 years (SD= 1.22, . Participation was voluntary and without payment.
MATERIALS
The Dream Intensity Scale (DIS), Dream Motif Scale (DMS), and Sleep Habits Questionnaire (SHQ) were used to examine participants' subjective intensity of dream experiences, thematic dream content, and sleep disturbances.
DIS. The DIS (Yu, 2012c) , which assesses the subjective magnitude of dream experiences, contains four scales and eight subscales. The Dream Quantity scale is composed of variables that measure the quantitative aspect of regular dream activities shared by most people, including the frequencies of dream awareness, recalling the main content of dreams, nightmares, and multiple dreams in a single night. The Dream Vividness scale is made up of the Major Modalities and Minor Modalities subscales, which encompass variables concerned with sensory experiences during dreaming (e.g., smelling something, feeling emotions in dreams). The Diffusion scale comprises the Dream Work and Paramnesia subscales, both of which measure the cognitive distortion that entails the transference of psychical values (e.g., condensation, dream-reality confusion). The Paramnesia subscale, for instance, measures the frequency with which people experience the difficulty distinguishing between memories of dreamed and real-life events, implying the breakdown in boundaries and the invasion of material between the two conscious systems. The Altered Dream Episodes scale, which consists of the Lucid Dreaming and Autosuggestion subscales, assesses dream lucidity based on the incidence of altered forms of dream experiences (e.g., awareness of being in a dream, re-experience of wishful dreams). The sum of the four-abovementioned scales generates a DIS global score.
DMS.
The DMS (Yu, 2012a) evaluates the intrinsic predispositions that modulate the fabrication of dream narratives. It consists of 100 dream themes, various combinations of which can form 14 scales, each gauging a dream predisposition. The Delusion predisposition, which encompasses a variety of classic themes characteristic of psychosis, delusional disorder, and paranoid personality, is the largest DIS scale. Themes pertaining to the Persecution predisposition, such as "being tracked and "some people plotting against you, " can be largely compared to those persecutory delusions observed in schizophrenia. Themes subsumed under the Paranoia category are concerned with paranoid suspiciousness, such as "blaming others for blaming you wrongly" and "others not giving you proper credit for your achievements. " The Fight scale consists of themes featuring aggressive activities and weapons, such as "killing someone" and "knives, swords, or daggers. " SHQ. The SHQ comprises 13 brief descriptions similar to the DSM criteria for sleep disorders. Respondents are required to indicate whether they have experienced each sleep problem over the past six months (current prevalence) and six months ago (lifetime prevalence). In the study presented here, the original item "frequent leg movements during sleep" was changed to "frequent leg movements, jerking legs, or leg pain during sleep. " Moreover, two new items were added to assess potential REM sleep behavior and hypersomnia: "frequently and vigorously moving arms and legs, even punching and kicking, during sleep" and "This happens three times a week or more often and lasts for at least one month: Sleeping more than 10 hours at night, being very difficult to wake up from sleep in the morning. "
The 15 sleep problems can be categorized as dyssomnias and parasomnias (see Table 1 ). The sum of all 30 SHQ item scores gives a total score, which indicates the diversity and chronicity of the sleep problems. The Cronbach's alpha value for the internal consistency of the SHQ global scale was .772, those for the Dyssomnias and Parasomnias subscales being .707 and .672, respectively. Besides the 15 sleep problems, participants' sleep patterns and the impacts of sleep disturbances on daytime functioning were also examined (see Tables 2 &  3) . Since the problem of recurrent nightmares by itself is a dream experience and overlaps with some items of the DIS and DMS, this sleep problem was not analyzed in the study presented here. Table 1 shows the prevalence rates of dyssomnias and parasomnias within the sample. The lifetime prevalence of sleepwalking was almost five times more than its current counterpart. Restless legs and disrupted circadian rhythm were the most common sleep problems. More than 50% of participants were late sleepers (see Table 2 ). The average duration of sleep was 6.31 (SD= 1.54) hours, which was shorter than the average of 8.05 (SD= 1.87) hours of sleep that participants reckoned as enough. More than a third of the sample experienced drowsiness, sleep attack, and other sleep-related functional consequences during the daytime for at least three consecutive months (see Table 3 ).
RESULTS
Both the DIS global score and the DMS Delusion score were positively correlated with the SHQ total scores as well as the Dyssomnia and Parasomnia subscale scores (see Table 4 ). The Bad Dreams, Autosuggestion, Convenient Dreaming, Animal Symbolism, and Unusual Creature scores varied significantly with the Parasomnia score but not with the Dyssomnia score, which exhibited a relatively strong correlation with the Grandiosity, Persecution, and Sensorimotor Excitement scores.
The following analysis tested for the 11 hypotheses concerning the lifetime effects of specific sleep problems on dream characteristics by comparing participants who had ever suffered a particular sleep disturbance (in the recent six months, six months before, or both) and who had not. Hypothesis 3: People suffering disrupted circadian rhythm were expected to show an overall more intense experience of dreaming.
Participants whose circadian rhythm was disrupted scored higher on the DIS global (z= 2.522, p<.05, Cohen's d= 0.418) and DMS Delusion scales (z= 2.218, p<.05, Cohen's d= 0.292). In addition, their DIS Diffusion score was significantly larger than that for participants without the same problem (z= 2.358, p<.05, Cohen's d= 0.356).
Hypothesis 4: In addition to an overall stronger dream intensity, people with sleep paralysis would experience more paramnesia, altered dream episodes (e.g., lucid dreaming, exerting control over dream content), and persecution, sensorimotor activities, unusual creatures, paralysis, and difficulty breathing in dreams.
Compared with participants without sleep paralysis, participants with sleep paralysis showed a larger score on the DIS global (z= 1.975, p<.05, Cohen's d= 0.317), DMS Delusion (z= 3.232, p<.01, Cohen's d= 0.437), Altered Dream Episodes (z= 3.215, p<.01, Cohen's d= 0.456), Persecution (z= 3.391, p<.001, Cohen's d= 0.535), Sensorimotor (z= 3.428, p<.001, Cohen's d= 0.590), and Unusual Creatures scales (z= 2.679, p<.01, Cohen's d= 0.348). They also scored higher on the DMS items "being frozen with fright" (z= 4.144, p<.001, Cohen's d= 0.715), "being tied, unable to move" (z= 2.655, p<.01, Cohen's d= 0.489), "being killed" (z= 2.676, p<.01, Cohen's d= 0.391), However, the between-group difference for the Paramnesia score was not significant (z= 1.184, p>.05, Cohen's d= 0.160).
Hypothesis 5: The experience of night terrors would be associated with a greater number of bad and persecutory dreams.
Participants with sleep terror exhibited a larger score on the Bad Dreams (z= 3.454, p<.001, Cohen's d= 0.540) and Persecution (z= 3.816, p<.001, Cohen's d= 0.618) scales than did participants without sleep terror.
Hypothesis 6: People with snoring or sleep-related respiratory pauses would experience difficulty breathing in their dreams.
Snorers and non-snorers did not show any differences across all DIS and DMS scales (all ps>.05) and the DMS Item "being smothered, unable to breathe" (z= 0.285, p>.05, Cohen's d= -0.170). Compared with participants without sleep-related respiratory pauses, participants suffering sleep-related respiratory pauses scored higher on the DMS Item "being smothered, unable to breathe" (z= 2.726, p<.01, Cohen's d= 1.124). 
DISCUSSION
This study was carried out in view of the scanty and incongruous findings concerning the relationship between sleep problems and dream experiences. The phenomenon of dreaming has been operationalized and measured by sleep researchers in various ways. This not only renders direct comparisons between different studies and between sleep problems difficult but might also cause seemingly incompatible findings. On the other hand, the DIS and DMS have been demonstrated to be effective for assessing the subjective intensity of dream experiences as a trait of consciousness and sensitive to other psychological variables. This study, therefore, investigated the differential impacts of specific sleep problems on the phenomenological properties of dreaming by using these two measures to profile participants' dream experiences.
Sleep problems were common among the participants; the lifetime prevalence for disrupted circadian rhythm was very high -almost 40% in this sample. A sizable number of participants were late sleepers, who slept less than the amount desired and suffered sleep-related functional consequences in the daytime. Overall, the weight of evidence is in favor of the notion that sleep disturbances can magnify dream experiences. The total SHQ severity score, as well as the Dyssomnias and Parasomnias subscale scores, positively varied with both the DIS global score and the DMS Delusion score. Furthermore, most sleep problems -including those rarely investigated by researchers, such as disrupted circadian rhythm, hypersomnia, and sleeptalking -were shown to have significant effects on both the intensity and thematic content of dreams. Sleep bruxism, sleepwalking, and snoring were the only three problems that did not display any associations with dream variables. It should be noted, however, that many participants who had once been sleepwalkers or sleep bruxists no longer sustained these problems when they completed the SHQ. Accordingly, the present findings can merely demonstrate that sleepwalking and sleep bruxism do not have chronic effects on a person's dream characteristics; that is, the possibility that sleepwalking and sleep bruxism in their active phases might alter dream activities cannot be ruled out.
The study presented here highlights that different sleep problems affect different aspects of dreaming. Dyssomnias, as indicated by its associations with the major predispositions of Grandiosity, Persecution, and Sensorimotor Excitement, seem to moderate dream content across the board, whereas paramsomnias may increase dreaming of sleep disturbing stimuli, animal symbols, and unusual creatures. Consistent with previous findings, the current findings indicate that dreaming of the theme "being smothered, unable to breath" most probably results from sleep-related respiratory pauses rather than from snoring. Of the 15 sleep problems; sleep paralysis is most strongly and extensively connected with dream experiences, especially altered dream episodes and vivid dreams about unusual creatures. This resonates with the hypothesis that the mechanisms of dreaming for narcolepsy are abnormally optimized in the early phase of sleep. On the other hand, the present findings do not substantiate the previous evidence that sleep paralysis predisposes people to dream-reality confusion.
Each sleep problem appears to have a distinct pattern of associations with the phenomenological factors of dreaming. Both early insomnia and disrupted circadian rhythm reinforce the global intensity and delusional content of dreaming, dream distortion, and the confusion between dreamed and real-life events. By contrast, late insomnia enhances the delusional content of dreaming but not the overall dream intensity. As with people sustaining early insomnia or disrupted circadian rhythm, hypersomniacs also undergo some intense dream episodes, which are, however, more characterized by their colorful percepts, sensual feelings, and appetitive gratifications. By the same token, although persecutory dreams are common for the conditions of night terrors, violent sleep behaviors, and restless legs, the nonsignificant relationship between night terrors and sensorimotor dreams might imply that unlike people with vigorous sleep behaviors or restless legs, people suffering from night terrors are not inclined to take fightor-flight actions in those persecutory dreams. Last, but not least, although both sleeptalkers and restless leg sufferers might induce changes in their own nocturnal mentation, more than merely autosuggesting themselves dream experiences, restless leg sufferers might fall into a vicious cycle ensuing from their autosuggestive propensity, which dramatizes the paranoid anxiety and preoccupations about leg spasm and pain. The study presented here provides some preliminary evidence for the differential associations of sleep disturbances with dream experiences. Follow-up studies may be undertaken to replicate the patterns of associations summarized above.
